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Halogen 6 1/2" Springer-Style 
Headlight
A modern rendition of the headlight on 
Springer front ends from 36-54. High-power 
12-volt, 55/100 watt halogen bulb, and heavy-
duty mount with adjustable mounting block 
and hardware. Fits all FXWG and Softail models 
(including Springer Softail models) from 80-04, 
and any custom application where a Bates 5 
3/4" headlight would be used.
09754 Headlight assembly

Replacement Parts
12541 Headlight lens
12542 Headlight trim ring with screw
12529 55/100W H-4 halogen bulb
12527 55/60W H-4 halogen bulb

Custom Chrome 4” Headlights 
with E-Mark
Beautifull chromed 4” headlights with E-mark 
(W/E4) in standard or visor version. With clear 
glass lens, diamond reflector and H4 12V 
60/55W and 12V 5W for parking light. All 
headlights come with bottom mount.
682783 Standard 4” headlight 
682784 Visored  4” headlight

4 1/2" Mini Light
Our chrome 4 1/2" mini light assembly features 
a 12 volt dual element sealed beam (high/low) 
with 10,000 candlepower, adjustable mounting 
block, extra long wiring harness and a built-in 
high beam indicator. Sold each.
330090 Mini light assembly
330091 Shell ONLY (bulb not included)
26400 Replacement 4 1/2" 30/30W sealed 

beam 

Chrome Early Style Spotlamp 
Assemblies
Chrome reproductions of the early 38-61 
style spotlamp assemblies. Available with 6 or 
12-volt bulb and original style clamp bracket 
for 38-61 models and custom applications. 
These units duplicate the original design with 
separate bulb, lens and reflector components 
and are ideal for restorations. Replacement 
parts are also available and can be inter-
changed with original equipment spotlights. 
Sold each.
12471 Complete assembly with 12-Volt bulb 

(repl. OEM 68649-64)

Replacement Parts
12476 6V bulb (repl. OEM 68715-49)
12477 12V bulb (repl. OEM 68715-64)
19239 Turn signal mounting kit – includes 

one of CC #’s 19237 and 19238 (repl. 
OEM 68518-68)

330102 Clear glass lens ONLY (repl. OEM 
68660-38)

330105 Lamp reflector ONLY (repl. OEM 
68676-38)

Chrome 4 1/2" Mini Driving Light
Our chrome 4 1/2" mini light features a 
E-approved 12 volt 55 watt bulb, adjustable 
mounting block and built-in blue indicator 
light. Sold each. 
330092 Mini light assembly

Chrome 4" Halogen Light with 
Running Lamp
Trick, small-diameter light can be used as a 
headlight or as an auxiliary light. Great for 
custom bike builds, especially for dual light 
conversions. Features a replaceable H4 60/55 
watt halogen bulb and low wattage daylight 
running lamp. Includes chrome hardware for 
bottom mount applications.
27912 Sold each


